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Our Philosophy
Digital Retirement Solutions, Inc. (DRS) specializes in providing recordkeeping 
and administration services for defined contribution plans of all sizes. We offer 
exceptional service to our clients by focusing our resources and expertise rather 
than dabbling in a vast array of retirement plans available today. As a result of these 
concentrated efforts, DRS is able to provide innovative, flexible, and cost-effective 
recordkeeping solutions that are in the long-term best interest of our clients and 
their plan participants.

Specializing in:
• 401(k)
• Safe Harbor 401(k)
• Roth 401(k)
• Profit Sharing
• Money Purchase
• Davis-Bacon
• 403(b)
• 457
• Nonqualified Deferred Compensation

What Makes DRS Unique?
Dedication to Service
We are dedicated to providing personal 
service and personalized solutions that 
are tailored to suit our client’s needs. 
DRS proves that we are more than a 
TPA service, we are your administration 
partner.
Delivering superior service to our clients 
is a priority for everyone at DRS. Consider 
the fact that DRS doesn’t advertise any 
of our recordkeeping and administration 
services. Instead, all of our clients come 
to us through a referral basis of satisfied 
clients, financial advisors, and mutual 
fund families whose trust we have 
earned time and again.
Focused on Client Goals
At DRS, our clients’ retirement plan 
objectives are an integral part of 
everything we do for each plan. When 
presented with a client request or 
problem, DRS will always ask, “What are 
we trying to accomplish?” All too often 

this important question goes unasked 
when assistance is needed from a 
recordkeeper. In contrast, DRS feels that 
it is our responsibility to be an active 
participant in our clients’ problem 
solving process.
Committed to Innovation
DRS writes all of our software; from 
website and recordkeeping modules 
to the compliance testing and alert 
systems. Our software programmers 
are experienced pension professionals 
with a high level of programming 
knowledge, not programmers with 
limited pension comprehension. This 
enables our software to be reliable and 
adaptable in the world of ever changing 
government regulations. The end result 
is a seamless, highly integrated system 
of administration-specific applications 
that are the vanguard of the industry.

“Through the years, we have worked 
closely with several retirement plan 
administrators.  It is now our pleasure to 
work with Digital Retirement Solutions. 
Their thoroughness and efficiency goes 
unparalleled. Whether responding to an 
inquiry from us, the Plan Sponsor or a 
Participant, DRS strives to accommodate 
even the most customized request.  The 
integrity that DRS take in its work product 
shines through time and time again via 
their professionalism and communication.  
In short, DRS has allowed us to focus 
on growing our business and leave the 
recordkeeping to them.”  – Philip & Amy/
Pension Architects
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PremiumFoundations
Oftentimes, small employers are 
reluctant to offer a 401(k) plan. Their 
belief is that a 401(k) plan will be 
too expensive to run, too difficult to 
administer, and will offer too little 
benefit. With most administration 
programs, these concerns are valid; 
however, DRS’ PremiumFoundations 
program is different.
PremiumFoundations allows small 
employers to provide their employees 
with uncompromised plan services, 
including a feature-rich website, 
Voice Response Unit (VRU), and call 
center in one affordable package. The 
program emphasizes straightforward 
plan design that makes employer 
administrative duties a snap, 
discounted pricing that makes it 
affordable, and valuable features that 
make the decision clear.
 
PremiumFoundations Highlights
• No per participant fees
• No custodial fees
• Extensive plan design options
• Over 200 mutual fund choices
• Easily upgraded as the plan grows

PremiumSelect
The PremiumSelect program is 
designed to offer our clients simplified 
pricing with attainable fee reductions. 
By choosing investment options from a 
list of exclusive PremiumSelect funds, 
DRS clients automatically receive a 
discount on their per eligible employee 
fees. Clients receiving the maximum 
discount would have these fees waived 
entirely. The unique advantage of 
DRS’ PremiumSelect program is that 
receiving the discount is not dependent 
on minimum levels that lie beyond the 
client’s control. 
With a bundled price structure that 
combines guaranteed discounts easily 
within reach and unprecedented 
flexibility, PremiumSelect is the 
superior open-architecture solution.
 
PremiumSelect Highlights
• Discounts independent of minimum 

account balances, participation rates 
or plan level assets

• Qualifying discounts on thousands 
of PremiumSelect mutual funds from 
more than two dozen fund families

• Ability to choose from over 14,000 
mutual funds traded through the 
NSCC

CustomSelect 
The CustomSelect program provides 
practical, cost-effective recordkeeping 
solutions to plans operating with 
unique benefit structures or 
investment options. Administration 
services under the CustomSelect 
program are provided on an a la carte 
basis so a client never incurs built-in 
or bundled administration charges for 
services they neither need nor use.
Additionally, CustomSelect fees can 
be directly reduced by administrative 
reimbursements received from mutual 
fund families, called Sub-Transfer 
Agency Reimbursements (Sub-TA’s). By 
offering fee-for-service billing, clear 
Sub-TA off-sets, and the capability to 
handle exotic investment and benefit 
features, CustomSelect allows each 
plan sponsor to tailor a recordkeeping 
solution to meet retirement goals.

CustomSelect Highlights
• Self-Directed Brokerage Accounts 

(SDBA’s)
• Company Stock (Publicly Traded or 

Privately Held)
• Frozen Assets and GIC’s (Guaranteed 

Investment Contracts)
• Insurance Policies and Annuity 

Contracts
• Individually Designed Documents

Program Offerings

“DRS has done nothing but “wow” us 
thus far, and we are always happy to sing 
praises of the best that we work with.  
Although, maybe we should keep a good 
thing to ourselves!  – Jennifer/Islands 
Restaurants, L.P.
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Revenue Sharing/Sub-TA
It is important to consider Sub-
Transfer Agency Reimbursement 
Fees (Sub-TA’s) when evaluating 
service providers. Sub-TA’s are fees 
paid by mutual fund companies to 
recordkeepers, like DRS, that provide 
services to defined contribution plans. 
DRS collects Sub-TA’s from a select 
group of mutual fund companies 
and uses these reimbursement fees 
to reduce the cost of administration 
in all of our programs. When 
comparing recordkeeping services, 
understanding how Sub-TA fees are 
credited should be a crucial part of 
your decision making process.

Program Comparison Chart

Plan Feature
Premium
Foundations

Premium
Select

Custom
Select

Account Access and Assistance:
Web Site for Participants   

Web Site for Plan Sponsor   

Web Site for Investment Advisor   

800 Number/VRU (English and Spanish standard)   

Participant Call Center/Help Desk   

E-mail Participant Statements   

Report Downloads (for the Plan Sponsor)   

Web Site Features:
Automatic Account Rebalancing   

Online Prospectus   

Online Investment Education & Advice (optional)   

Customized Message Center/Company Logo   

Online Enrollment (optional)   

Online Loan Application (optional)   

Loan Modeling   

Retirement Calculator   

Compliance Testing and Reports:
Tax Form 5500 and 1099-R Reporting   

Annual Testing (ADP, IRS § 415, 402(g), and Top Heavy Testing)   

ACP Testing N/A  

Comprehensive Plan Records on USB Flash Drive   

Participant Statements Mailed to Home Address   

Audit Support Package (Audited Plans Only) N/A  

Contributions:
Employee Deferral (Pre-Tax and Roth 401(k))   

Employer Match (Non-Safe Harbor) N/A  

Safe Harbor (Basic Match, Enhanced Match or Non-Elective)   

Profit Sharing (Pro Rata or Uniform Dollar Allocation Method)   

Integrated Allocation  

New Comparability Allocation 1 

Age-weighted Allocation  

Plan Documents:
Prototype Plan Document (sponsored by DRS)   

New Comparability Plan Document (provided by DRS)  

Nonqualified Deferred Compensation Plan Doc (provided by DRS)  

403(b) Plan Document (provided by DRS)  

457 Plan Document (provided by DRS)  

Individually Designed Plan Document 

Special Features:
Automatic Enrollment/Deferral Increases  

Customized Educational Booklets   

Language Support Services (plan forms,  SPD, 800 Number/VRU)   

Alternative Investments:
Company Stock 

Self-Directed Brokerage Accounts (SDBA’s) 

Annuity Contracts, GIC, Insurance Policies 

Frozen Assets, Limited Partnerships, Real Estate 

1 Requires the use of DRS New Comparability Cash or Deferred Profit Sharing Plan document.

“We had our annual plan review 
yesterday and it went very well (not that 
I didn’t think it would). They were very 
complimentary about DRS and couldn’t be 
happier with the service you are providing 
them.  I want to thank you.  That makes my 
job so much easier when the administration 
side of things is going well.” – Bryan/Smith 
Hayes Financial Services
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Online Investment Education
DRS provides two Internet education 
and planning tools, AdvicePlus and 
GuidancePlus, to assist plan sponsors in 
providing a comprehensive education 
package to their participants.
These affordable investment education 
programs have been seamlessly 
integrated with DRS’ website so every 
plan has the ability to offer their 
participants additional online help in 
successfully planning and saving for 
retirement. Best of all, these programs 
work in harmony with each plan’s 
financial advisor to give participants the 
ideal mix of investment education that 
is both high touch and personal, as well 
as convenient and on-demand.
GuidancePlus educates participants 
about their investment options, 
helps participants determine 
their retirement needs, and allows 
them to effortlessly implement an 
investment strategy to meet their 
goals. GuidancePlus recommends 
specific asset class allocations based 
on each participant’s personalized risk 
assessment. These recommendations 
can be put into action with only a few 
clicks of the mouse.
AdvicePlus provides the same great 
educational and planning tools as 
GuidancePlus but goes one step 
further. AdvicePlus recommends 
specific investment fund allocations 
and takes fiduciary responsibility for 
the advice it gives.
AdvicePlus and GuidancePlus are 
effortless to implement, affordable, and 
an innovative addition to participant 
education programs that no plan 
sponsor should be without.

Customized Educational Booklets
DRS is dedicated to providing plan 
participants with the best in available 
retirement plan services and features. 
To that end, we are pleased to offer 
customized educational booklets for 
plan participants.  These four-step 
guides provide participants with the 
general financial and investment 
information they need to effectively 
prepare for retirement, as well as 
worksheets and tools to help them put 
their plan into action.
The easy-to-use, comprehensive 
booklet is tailored for each plan’s 
unique benefits, including a welcome 
letter, summary of plan features, and 
fund fact sheets.
Every full-color booklet contains 22-
pages of award winning educational 
content that: 
• Helps employees establish their 

individual retirement goals 
and determine the retirement 
income they will need through 
straightforward planning worksheets

• Educates employees about the basic 
principles of investing for retirement

• Assists employees in creating an 
appropriate investment strategy 
based on individual risk tolerance and 
return objectives

These personal retirement planning 
guides are an exceptional educational 
resource for retirement plan participants.  
Best of all, this booklet complements 
the educational services being provided 
by each plan’s financial advisor to give 
participants unsurpassed access to 
investment education.

“I just wanted to thank you and 
compliment you on one of your 

associates.  She was not only 
helpful but went that extra mile 

to accommodate me.  She is very 
much a team player. So in turn 
I wanted to let you know how 
happy I am with your services.”   

– Torrie R./Plan Participant

Customized Participant Educational Workbooks

Online Investment Education

Participant Education 
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Featured Plan Sponsor Tools and Support

Automated Compliance  
Alert System (ACAS)
DRS’ Automated Compliance Alert 
System (ACAS) is a one-of-a-kind, 
proactive system that reviews areas of 
concern daily and notifies our clients 
before problems arise. ACAS continually 
reviews system data and outputs, 
generates alert notices, and notifies 
our clients of possible compliance 
issues automatically. As a result, our 
clients are made aware of upcoming 
events, as well as potential oversights, 
far in advance of them becoming a 
matter requiring corrective action. 
While some service providers’ absence 
is conspicuous, DRS is continually in 
contact. To this end, we make sure our 
clients are made aware of every possible 
area of concern before a problem arises. 
ACAS monitors and reviews a wide 
array of plan data, including:
• Employee Information 
• Enrollment and Eligibility 
• Payroll Data and Deposits 
• Participant Loans
 
Customer Support (DRS Help Desk)
One of the most crucial services each 
plan needs is the day-to-day support 
of knowledgeable professionals to help 
guide plan sponsors and participants 
through the ever changing maze 
of government regulations, plan 
requirements, and other minutiae 
which are the hallmark of the 
retirement plan industry. At DRS, we 
know the quality of the support we 
offer our customers is far too vital 
to ever outsource this responsibility, 
overseas or otherwise.

Instead, our helpful Customer 
Support Specialists are located at our 
Longmont, Colorado headquarters and 
average over five years of experience 
in the retirement plan industry. We 
firmly believe our Support Specialists 
need direct access to IT, department 
managers, and key executive resources 
which allow them to be effective in 
resolving customer problems, as well 
as being an advocate for customer 
needs. With DRS, you are assured of an 
accurate, comprehensive, and friendly 
response to all customer service 
inquiries from plan sponsors  
and participants.
 
QuickStart Guides &  
Administration Handbook
The QuickStart Guide has 
been designed to provide Plan 
Representatives fast, straightforward 
answers to common day-to-day 
procedural questions. Every QuickStart 
Guide is customized for the distinctive 
features and benefits in a plan so the 
information needed most often is 
always at your fingertips. Additionally, 
detailed step-by-step instructions 
are located in an accompanying Plan 
Administration Handbook.
QuickStart Topics Include:
• Plan Specifications 
• Retrieve Lost PIN/User Name 
• Payroll File Content & Submission 
• Remitting Contributions 
• Enrolling Participants 
• Distributions & Withdrawals 
• Participant Loans 
• Rollovers
 

“I can’t tell you enough, how 
impressed I am with the quick and 
informative responses I receive 
from you at DRS.  Thank you for 
updating me on my request!  
I greatly appreciate it.”  
– Lisa M./Plan Participant

DRS QuickStart Guide
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Featured Plan Sponsor Tools and Support - Continued

Documents
Plan documents are the foundation 
upon which every retirement plan is 
built. To ensure each plan is built on 
a solid foundation, DRS offers a wide 
assortment of plan document solutions 
to accommodate a variety of needs. 
Our flexible document choices enable 
each plan sponsor to tailor their plan 
design, from basic to intricate, to meet 
individual goals while minimizing 
potential administrative burdens. 
For plans transferring administration 
to DRS, our knowledgeable staff will 
conduct a thorough review of the 
existing plan document provisions. We 
then assist plan sponsors in evaluating 
these provisions to make sure that the 
ongoing needs of both the company 
and plan participants are being met.

Plan records 
USB Flash Drive

Comprehensive Plan Records 
on USB Flash Drive
Each valuation period, our clients 
receive an updated USB Flash Drive 
which contains a complete compiled 
history of their plan’s assets, 
participant account statements, plan 
documents, and tax forms. All USB 
Flash Drive’s are securely encrypted to 
safeguard confidential plan data.

Audit Support
In order to assist our clients with plan 
audits, DRS prepares an auditor’s 
packet on USB Flash Drive that greatly 
aids a plan’s independent auditor in 
preparing their opinion. Since many 
plan administrators lack either the 
time or expertise to address IRS or 
auditor questions, DRS can work 
directly with these parties to facilitate 
an accurate and timely examination of 
a plan’s records.

“This meant a great deal to me, and you 
were so helpful and understanding.  It’s 
nice to see our company has picked a good 
firm to back us, and our money.  As you 
know retirement is important to everyone.” 
– Paul R./Plan Participant

“Since we have been using DRS we have 
been very pleased with the services.  All of 

the users love that they can access their 
account and make changes on a daily 

basis.  This is something that we could not 
do with our previous provider.  All of the 

members of your staff that I have dealt 
with are very knowledgeable, and their 

customer service skills are exceptional. I 
am glad that we made the change to DRS. 

– Nancee/Bear River Mutual Insurance

I just think your company is wonderful! You 
follow up on everything so thoroughly.  
Others who I have spoken to in your office 
also seem extremely knowledgeable.  
It’s been a pleasure working with your 
company! – Jill/Runza National, Inc.
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Featured Participant Tools and Support

Automatic Account Rebalancing
Over time, plan participants may find 
that their current asset allocation 
no longer matches their investment 
election. This occurs because 
investments grow at different rates, 
causing a participant’s account to fall 
out of balance from their initial election.
DRS offers plan participants the 
option of having their account balance 
periodically realigned to match their 
most recent investment election. 
Participants can schedule automatic 
rebalancing to occur on a monthly, 
quarterly, or annual basis.
The automatic rebalance feature 
ensures that a participant’s account will 
continue to be invested according to 
his or her asset allocation strategy. This 
handy feature means a plan participant 
can put his or her retirement account 
on autopilot, saving them the hassle 
and inconvenience of manually 
rebalancing when market gains have 
repositioned their account.

Online Prospectuses
Before any plan participant can make 
an informed decision about investing in 
a mutual fund, they need to know the 
history and objectives of the fund, the 
background of the fund manager, and 

the fund’s key financial data such as 
expenses and fund assets. DRS provides 
an easy-to-use link on our website to 
the prospectus which contains all of 
this vital information for each fund. 
Participants simply click on the  icon 
next to each fund name to gain instant 
access to most recent prospectus filed 
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC.)
 
E-mail Account Statements
In addition to the quarterly account 
statement mailed to each participant’s 
home address, DRS also provides email 
statements at no additional charge. 
Participants can elect to have email 
statements automatically sent to them 
on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. Our 
email statements allow participants to 
quickly and conveniently monitor their 
retirement account on a schedule that 
fits their individual needs.
 
Account Statement Highlights
• Personalized Rates of Return  

(by Fund & Portfolio)
• Individual Fund Holdings
• Detailed Transactions  

(by Fund & Contribution Source)
• Market Value Reconciliation
 

Sample Participant Statement

“You made everything perfectly clear!  
Thank you. I truly love having answers 
to these questions so promptly. A little 
stability in a volatile environment is 
comforting!!! Thank you again.” – Sheila 
K./Plan Participant
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“Many thanks for your reply – it is so nice 
to be able to have the answers for my staff 
so quickly – your team is super!  
– Kathy/Liberty Bank
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also offers extensive fund information 
designed to aid participants in their 
investment selection.
For Plan Sponsors
On the website, the plan sponsor home 
page is neatly laid out like a dashboard. 
With just a glance, a plan sponsor can 
view active and terminated participant 
counts, current fund balances, average 
account balances, and recent account 
activity. Detailed payroll, distribution, 
and participant loan records can 
also be reviewed online. The website 
is designed to allow a plan sponsor 
to quickly and easily search for 
participants, using our convenient pre-
set searches or their own custom search 
criteria, and download reports from any 
search. For maximum flexibility, a plan 
sponsor can establish multiple sponsor 
user accounts, each with his or her own 
individual level of access to plan and 
participant-level information.
For Financial Advisors
Each Financial Advisor is provided 
with their own secure login to the DRS 
website, offering them centralized 
access to detailed plan-level financial 
information on each of their 
retirement plan accounts. Additionally, 
a plan sponsor can grant their 
Financial Advisor either full or partial 
access to participant-level information, 
including payroll, loan, distribution, 
and account records. 

Language Support Services
DRS offers a variety of services designed 
to accommodate plans with diverse 
language needs. Conveying important 
plan information to participants in the 
language they are most comfortable 
with helps build confidence in the 
retirement plan and promotes 
increased participation.
 
Language Support Services Highlights
• 800 Number/VRU
• Blackout Notice
• Plan Forms
• Summary Plan Description (SPD)
• Educational Booklets (Spanish Only)
 
Comprehensive Online Access
For Participants
Our fast loading and easy to navigate 
web site offers participants the 
opportunity to apply for loans, enroll, 
change future contribution rates 
and investment elections, as well 
as place exchanges and obtain a 
complete breakdown of their account. 
In addition to documents, forms, 
exchange information, and instructions 
for various tools such as projections 
and loan modeling, there is also a 
complete section devoted to frequently 
asked questions and other helpful 
information. The participant web site 

“Thank you so very much for your prompt 
and thorough reply.  It’s refreshing to 
experience this caliber of customer service. 
– Sheila B./Plan Participant
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“Thanks for your high level of service and 
expertise. I’m sure glad we went with DRS.” 
– Steve/Automatic Entrances of Colorado, Inc.

“Thanks for your help! I am already loving 
how easy this is! Thanks! I think your system 
is great! – Phyllis/Ivory Homes

Featured Participant Tools and Support - Continued
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Demo Login

www.drs�0�k.com
My Account (Participant)
Plan Number: 1007
Social Security # or User Name: 000-00-0012
PIN: 55555
 
Plan Sponsor
Plan Number: 1007
Sponsor Password: Arliss
 
Investment Advisor
User Name: SampleBroker
Password: jdoe7921
 
VRU – (���) ���-�0��
Plan Number: 1007
Social Security # : 000-00-0012
PIN: 55555
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2420 trade centre avenue
longmont, co 80503
tel. (303) 485-9000  
fax. (303) 485-9009

www.drs401k.com
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